
 

 

 
In the Matter of the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch 
Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 and Resource 
Management Act 1991 

 
And  

 
In the Matter of the Christchurch Replacement District Plan 
Chapter 16 Industrial as it relates to North Belfast 

 
EXPERT CONFERENCING STATEMENT 

 
Friday 1 May / Monday 4 May 2015 

 
 
1. EXPERT CONFERENCING 
 
Expert conferencing relating to this site was held on Friday 1 May 2015 and Monday 4 May 2015 at 
Christchurch City Council offices. The conferencing was not facilitated by any third party. 
 
2. PARTICIPANTS 
 

Name Representing 

Andy Carr 
Five Blends Holdings Ltd (#819) 
Foxton Properties Ltd (#819) 

Rhys Chesterman  880 Main North Road Limited (#1081)  
 

Andy Milne Christchurch City Council 

 
At the request of the experts, Mark Stevenson (Christchurch City Council) assisted with drafting the 
wording of Matter of Discretion (item (t) below), but did not participate in the conferencing. 
 
3. ISSUES DISCUSSED 
 
The conferencing session took place following informal discussions between the experts when it was 
identified that there was a high degree of agreement between their respective Statements of 
Evidence. 
 
At the conferencing, the experts agreed that: 

 
(a) The area shown in the North Belfast ODP is included within the Regional Policy Statement as 

a ‘greenfield priority area’.  As such the transportation-related rules should support the 
comprehensive development of the whole ODP area. 

 
With regard to a road access from Main North Road, the experts agreed that: 
 

(b) No new intersection from Main North Road (state highway section) to serve the North 
Belfast ODP area should be available for public use until the Northern Arterial is constructed 
and open. This is to protect the current status of Main North Road as State Highway 1 and 



 

 

will address many of the issues raised by Mr Milne in his Evidence in Chief regarding the 
need to protect the arterial function of the road/highway.  
 

(c) The proposed north-south spine road currently shown on the ODP does not require a similar 
restriction limiting its development until the Northern Arterial is constructed. 
 

(d) Once the Northern Arterial is open, transport modelling shows that there would be a 
significant reduction in traffic volumes using Main North Road.  The most recent information 
on this has been presented to the Hearings Panel hearing the Notices of Requirements for 
the Northern Arterial1 and Northern Arterial Extension. 
 

(e) As a result of the Northern Arterial opening, Main North Road is likely to carry a greatly 
reduced proportion of through traffic. This will provide the opportunity to reallocate 
roadspace to non-car modes of travel, including improved public transport infrastructure, 
while recognising that there will still be some car use of the road. 
 

(f) The Aurecon report2 prepared for CCC shows that once the Northern Arterial is open, a new 
intersection on Main North Road, located immediately opposite the north-eastern end of 
Rushmore Drive, to serve the North Belfast ODP would operate with an acceptable level of 
service.   
 

(g) It is likely that a location in relatively close proximity to the location modelled by Aurecon 
would have a similar level of performance to the one which was modelled, although more 
transportation modelling and detailed design would be required to demonstrate this. 
 

(h) Therefore a new intersection between the proposed Collector Road through the North 
Belfast ODP area and Main North Road could be accommodated, subject to an appropriate 
assessment of the location and form of that intersection. 
 

(i) PRDP Rule 16.2.7.1.3 (RD4) of the notified proposal (RD2 of the revised proposal as attached 
to the rebuttal evidence of Mark Stevenson) contemplates that a new intersection could be 
provided to Main North Road from the North Belfast ODP area, and this would require a 
resource consent application (as a Restricted Discretionary Activity).  Subject to the revised 
wording, as supported by Mark Stevenson in his rebuttal evidence, this rule should remain. 
 

(j) PRDP Matter of Discretion 16.2.7.3.2.a appropriately sets out the issues to be considered 
when a new intersection onto Main North Road is being assessed.  
 

(k) While Rule 16.2.7.1.3 (RD4) does not preclude an intersection onto Main North Road, it does 
not require one to be provided. Given the modelling work carried out to date, there would 
be merit in such an intersection being provided in terms of providing increased accessibility 
to the area and therefore this should be shown on the ODP. 
 

(l) However in view of the transport modelling to date, the road access should be shown as a 
flexible location, with the exact location to be determined through an assessment of the 
application as per PRDP Rule 16.2.7.1.3 (RD4) and Matter of Discretion 16.2.7.3.2.a. 
 

(m) The amended ODP is shown overleaf. 

                                                   
1
 For example, paragraph 74(a) of the evidence of John Row to the Northern Arterial Hearings Panel 

http://ecan.govt.nz/publications/Consent%20Notifications/nap-evidence-row.pdf 
2
 PC82, CB1 Belfast Outline Development Plan - Main North Road Alternative Access Investigation, Aurecon 4/11/2013 



 

 

 

Flexible Intersection and Road Access 



 

 

With regard to the internal roading connectivity within the North Belfast ODP area, the experts 
agreed that: 

 
(n) The proposed north-south spine road provides road access to one major landowner (the 

Radfords) and two smaller lots towards the southwest of the road access. However, the 
notified rules of the pRDP do not require this road to be extended as far as lots owned by 
others, such as 880 Main North Road Limited or Five Blends Holdings Limited. 
 

(o) Under the notified pRDP rules, if a road access was provided from Main North Road (state 
highway section) there is no certainty that this would also provide access to lots owned by 
others.  
 

(p) It is likely that if one road access was provided on Main North Road (state highway section) 
then it would be difficult to introduce a second road access because the distance between 
intersections would fall below required separations.  
 

(q) Therefore within the North Belfast ODP area there is presently no certainty that road access 
will be provided to the whole of the area, because there is no requirement on any one 
landowner to construct roads as far as the internal boundaries of lots owned by others. 
 

(r) With particular reference to (n) to (q) above, there would be benefits to achieving a 
comprehensive development within the North Belfast ODP area if there could be certainty 
regarding the connectivity of any future roading pattern. 
 

(s) The ability to progress a comprehensive internal road network without encountering the 
issues set out above could be achieved by either: 
 

a. Including a new Rule in the pRDP; OR  
b. Amending Rule 16.2.7.1.3 (RD4) of the notified proposal; OR 
c. Including a new Matter of Discretion in the pRDP; OR 
d. Amending Matter of Discretion 16.2.7.3.2.a.  

 
(t) The preferred approach is “d. Amending Matter of Discretion 16.2.7.3.2.a” as follows: 

 
The effect of any additional access points on the safety and efficiency of the 
adjoining road network and on connectivity with adjoining properties, having regard to: 

i. the level and type of traffic using the proposed access point; 
ii. the location and design of the proposed access point;  

iii. and the adequacy of existing or alternative access points; 
iv. the nature and extent of consultation with adjoining landowners; and 
v. the extent to which the access point and its associated access road enables 

comprehensive development of the wider ODP area by a legal mechanism and 
other appropriate method 

 
 

  

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41690


 

 

We confirm that this Expert Conferencing Statement is a true and accurate record of the 

conferencing session held on 1 and 4 May 2015 and that we have complied with the Code of 

Conduct for Expert Witnesses. 

 
Signed: 
 

Name Signature 

Andy Carr 

 

Rhys Chesterman   

Andy Milne 

 

 
 


